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Mark’s Minute

By Mark Couvillion

Last month we were talking about track feeders from the bus wire. Installing the feeders is
simple. Use a drill bit slightly larger in diameter than the feeder wire, and long enough to
penetrate from the top of the layout surface to the bottom. Drill down next to the outside of
the rail, between the ties if possible, next to both rails. Prepare a length of Cat5 wire by
cutting a twisted pair slightly longer than you think you will need. Untwist and straighten
each wire. Bend the wire 90 degrees about 4 inches from one end and insert the other end into
the hole next to the rail. The 90 degree bend will keep the wire from falling through the hole
all the way. Here’s where the light / dark coloring of the bus wires becomes important.
Decide which rail will be the “light” rail and which will be the “dark” rail, i.e., the near rail is
light, the far rail is dark. Each Cat5 twisted pair has a colored wire that is solid and a white
wire with a corresponding color stripe. Insert the dark wire next to the “dark” rail, and the
lighter wire next to the “light” rail. Connect the light feeder wire to the lighter bus wire and
the darker feeder to the dark bus wire. Continue this scheme for the entire layout. We will
connect to the rails next month.
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No Room at the Inn– an Unusual Christmas Guest

By Bob Barnett

This time of year we are all familiar with the Christmas Story and the “no room at the Inn”
saying. But this year I have an unusual corollary to add. As many of you that have operated or
visited the River City Union Terminal know, in good weather I frequently open the garage
doors and run the layout open air style. Such was the case a couple of days before Christmas
this year. While grilling outside I opened the layout room and ran a couple of trains around
getting ready for the visit by my grandson. When we finished grilling and dinner I returned
and closed-up the layout room for the night.
The next morning, in keeping with layout owners everywhere, I hauled out a load of “stuff”
from the house to be stashed in the layout room while we have visitors in the house for the
Holidays. But something looked amiss. It is not unusual on a windy day for a billboard or
some trees to get turned over by a gust of wind, but there were random items turned over at
different locations around the layout. What really caught my eye was four Hallmark Texas
Eagle cars (read “heavy brass construction”) turned over on their side and across the platform
several more, older Hallmark and Walther’s heavyweight cars turned over. No way the wind
could have done this. Could someone have gotten into the room during the night? But a
vandal would have done more damage and a thief would have taken something.
So I continued to search the room for clues. At this point, only the overhead lights were on,
and the lower level of the railroad was still dark. I looked at Rain’s Grain, a tall white grain
elevator, and to the left, Freitag Brewery, an equally tall brick structure. In between are two
shorter bulk oil dealers, Currey Fuel Oil and Redmond Texaco. But something else was
present between the two larger structures. I switched on the lower level lights and there was a
full-grown possum asleep on top of a line of tank cars spotted to the fuel dealers. And he was
not alarmed by the situation. I invited him nicely to leave but he was much more interested in
finishing his nap than leaving the layout room in broad daylight. I could have helped him
along with a broom or shovel but that would invite more mayhem and destruction. So, the best
thing to do was to wait until dark when he would awake and wander out in search of food and
water. The doors stayed open all day in hopes he would show himself out after dark.
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No Room at the Inn– an Unusual Christmas Guest

By Bob Barnett

Now being a couple of days before Christmas, we had kids arriving at the airport, and only an
hour apart. My wife picked up the first load and I followed later to get the second load. On my
way home I got a call that the possum was gone and the layout room closed and secured. All’s
well that ends well, right? Well sort of. When I got home I went out to make sure that the
critter was really gone. After quite a search I located a pair of eyes staring out from the
entrance to the spiral in the back end of the train room. Of course, there was no prompting him
to leave again. And he was in a more un-reachable place than before. Nothing to do but
darken the room, leave two doors open, and wait until he departs in the wee hours of the night.
Sure enough, about 3:30 am I heard a strange whining and I went out to check. The layout
room was empty, and I took some time to look everywhere. Assured he was gone I closed the
room and went in for the rest of the night. The next day I spent a couple of hours setting cars
back up on the track (he had turned over and derailed every car in Little Rock Yard) and
another hour running trains for my grandson.
Happy to have the possum gone and the layout back to normal we locked up and went in.
Again, the next day (Christmas Eve) more stuff was carted out to be “stored” under the layout.
Again, there were items overturned at random spots, but this time only on the lower level. I
look EVEYWHERE and still no possum. Moving some furniture on rollers I finally found him
asleep (again) in a tiny space between the spiral (which is wrapped in Masonite) and a book
shelf. By this time, I was growing very weary of our uninvited guest, but again he was in an
unreachable spot. So, back to Plan B …again. But this time we built two walls of boxes about
3 feet high forcing him to exit via the chute out the from doors. And this time Plan B (actually
Plan “B” (MODIFIED) worked and he did leave. And stayed out this time.
The most amazing thing about this story is he was in the train room for nearly 48 hours and
did no real damage. A few cars lost
end stirrups and one tank car lost a
ladder. No real serious or expensive
damage. That says a lot for the
durability of the good old Athearn
and Model Die Casting cars. They
hold up well for operating sessions
and if you have a wild critter in your
neighborhood.
Incidentally I only have the doors
open if I am present in the room
now. No more uninvited guest and
no Room at the Inn.
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Easy Peasy!

By Pete Leach

Building a model railroad can be a major undertaking with many major projects. Sometimes, walking
into our layout rooms, be it large or small, can be overwhelming. There have been many times I just
walked back out.
Recently, I was trying to figure out what major project to tackle on my On30 Wiscasset, Waterville &
Farmington Railway layout. I have several scratch building projects ahead and picking one to start has
been an exercise in procrastination! Engine House? Wharf? Where to begin?
Then I got an email from Sam Swanson with an article written by Phil Gliebe, NMRA Division 3
(Dayton, OH), Mid Central Region. He sent a copy of an article he wrote for their newsletter titled:
Easy-Peasy Ballast/Gravel Cars. He describes how he stumbled across a kit he had stashed away
many years ago. He decided it would be a fun project that could be completed quickly: Easy Peasy!
Phil’s article inspired me to find a similar project to get me back into the layout room!
I found a photo in the book Narrow Gauge in the Sheepscot Valley, Vol. 1 (G. Kohler), that shows a
small shed near the Maine Central transfer track that looked like a good subject. While I didn’t have a
scale drawing, the photos showed a simple box structure with one door and two small windows. I
cobbled together a basic drawing using the photos as a reference.

1 - A photo (upper right) in the book Narrow Gauge in the Sheepscot Valley, Vol 1 was the inspiration for this shed
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Easy Peasy!

By Pete Leach

Using some of the materials I had on hand, I spent a couple of evenings cutting and gluing styrene to
form the structure. The door is from Grandt Line and the windows are simple scratch built frames.
The tar paper roof is painted paper strips. Some paint on the body and trim. Done! Easy-Peasy!
This model won’t win any contests but it doesn’t have to! It will look great when planted between the
MEC tracks and the WW&F yard in my town of Wiscasset. AND it got me off my duff and into my
layout room!

2 - The shed will be located near the Maine Central transfer tracks along the backdrop

I still have several major scratch building projects ahead of me, but I also am making a list of smaller
projects I can complete quickly if I feel like a deer in the head lights.
Thanks, Phil, for the idea of Easy-Peasy!
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American Civil War Railroad Follow-on Series

By Jeff Williams

American Civil War Railroad Follow-on Series, Chapter 3: On to Richmond!
As 75,000 men poured into Washington, D.C. via rail to defend the Northern Capitol there was concern about
the Confederate troop buildup around Manassas Junction, VA (intersection of Manassas Gap and Orange and
Alexandria railroads). President Lincoln attempted to limit additional hostilities by cutting off supply routes
to the Confederacy wherever possible and especially to this major encampment which was threatening the
Northern Capitol. Union frigates were dispatched to block all major Southern cities from receiving goods and
supplies from Europe. The idea being that if the South really could not feed or supply these concentrated
armies that had assembled for military training the rebellion might just peter out on its own. In fact, Northern
General Winfield Scott even proposed his “Anaconda Plan” which also included 80,000 Federal troops sailing
down the Mississippi River to capture New Orleans to put a complete strangle hold on the rebellious Southern
states.

Figure 1 - Cartoon Depiction of General Winfield Scott's Plan for Dealing with the Rebellious Southern States. Note that the cartoon includes a
train/railroad (in Indiana and Ohio) as a piece of the military plan.

While many citizens in the North opposed engaging in a direct military campaign against the Southern states,
even after the bombardment of Fort Sumter, SC, the predominant sentiment was that the Confederate States
needed to be taught a lesson (this, even though there were no casualties during the nearly 34 hours that
Confederates shelled the fort before its surrender). Northern newspapers that did not support swift and
aggressive military action against the rebellious Confederate states rapidly lost readership. Recruitment
posters, mounted on walls near train stations and elsewhere about town in Northern cities, often depicted
patriotic brigade and regiment symbols and even glorious and sometimes violent images of impending battle.
Northern enlistments were often as short as 90 days as most felt that after whipping “Johnny Reb” in one
decisive battle that the Southern boys would soon return to their farms and the “problem” would simply go
away.
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American Civil War Railroad Follow-on Series

By Jeff Williams

Figure 2 - A Typical Northern City Recruitment Poster.
Recruiting was typically done for individual regiments,
brigades, or by specialty functions.

Two immediate issues existed for the North that drove their initial military planning efforts. First off, it was
well understood that the Shenandoah Valley was the bread basket of the South. In fact, all sorts of livestock
were brought in via rail to a slaughterhouse located at Strasburg, VA on the Manassas Gap railroad to provide
food for the Confederate troops. To address this issue Lincoln directed General Patterson, along with his
18,000 troops stationed near Harper’s Ferry to shadow and harass Confederate General Johnston’s 12,000
troops encamped around Winchester near the Winchester and Potomac railroad (as well as to protect the
arsenal at Harper’s Ferry) in an effort to reduce food supplies flowing into Confederate encampments to the
East. These two armies played a cat and mouse game, occasionally skirmishing against one another but never
engaging in a major battle. The second issue was that the large encampment of Confederate troops at
Manassas was based essentially right on the
Orange and Alexandria railroad which lead
directly to Alexandria, VA, right across the
Potomac River from Washington, D.C.! The
military threat to the Northern Capitol was
both immediate and real. Furthermore, just
North of Alexandria was Arlington Heights
which, as the name implies, was higher ground
and would afford the Confederate army an
excellent vantage point to place artillery on to
shell Washington.
Ironically, Arlington
Heights (now known as Arlington National
Cemetery was the plantation home of General
Robert E. Lee and his wife, Mary Custis Lee
(Mary’s father was the son of Martha
Washington). On May 24, 1861, the day after
Virginia voted to succeed from the Union,
Northern troops stormed the Lee plantation
and began to immediately convert the area into
a formidable line of defense against possible
attacking Confederate troops.
Figure 3 – Period Map Depicting Virginia Railroads. Note that the Virginia
Central RR and its intersection with the Orange and Alexandria RR at
Gordonsville, VA lie just below this map.
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American Civil War Railroad Follow-on Series

By Jeff Williams

Lincoln’s War Department and top generals drew up plans to deal with the closest encampment of 20,000
Southern troops around Manassas Station. The idea was to drive the rebels from Manassas down towards the
Rappahannock River, thereby relieving the immediate threat to the Northern Capitol. This was part of a more
grandiose plan where, after being thoroughly routed by the “vastly superior” Federal army the fleeing
Confederates would be pursued all the way down the Orange and Alexandria RR to Gordonsville, VA, where
the Virginia Central RR crossed the Orange and Alexandria RR. Gordonsville would then be taken and then
the “final plans” could be drawn up to race to Richmond, VA and lay siege to the Confederate Capitol, thereby
“ensuring” a quick end to this short war. Ah, the best laid plans….
Several days before the eventual engagement, under the command of General Irvin McDowell, 35,000 troops
made the slow, 25-mile march West from Washington. McDowell’s troops were in high spirits as they left the
Capitol as most felt that they were about to be part of history – the one big battle that would end the dispute.
They chanted, “ON TO RICHMOND!”, thinking all it would take would be a solid licking of these Southern
farm boys with their pitch forks and rusty muskets to squelch the rebellion once and for all. Even
Washingtonians felt this sense of history as about 100 citizens and congressmen rode out with picnic lunches
in horse-drawn carriages and wagons to watch the pending glorious victory from hillsides overlooking the
battlefield. Now, I have not been able to find out why General McDowell did not use the existing Orange and
Alexandria railroad to bring his troops more quickly to the battle, but it was likely he felt that this rail line
might be sabotaged or easily fall under attack (as it resided in “hostile territory”), and he was an extremely
cautious man. In fact, he
initially resisted starting
this campaign as he felt his
troops needed a lot more
training. This proved to be
true as a number of his
soldiers broke ranks during
the march and went off
into the fields to pick
apples
and
berries!
McDowell also faced a
“time’s up” clock as the 90
-day enlistment period for
many of his soldiers would
be expiring soon.
In
addition,
there
were
rumors that Confederate
General Johnston had
silently slipped out of the
Shenandoah Valley and
could be headed for
Manassas.

Figure 4 - Location of Armies (and Most Virginia Railroads) Before the
First Battle of Bull Run/Manassas Junction
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American Civil War Railroad Follow-on Series

By Jeff Williams

Back in Manassas, General P. G. T. Beauregard was getting accurate dispatches from a Southern sympathizer
spy network in Washington about McDowell’s troop movements such that he was able to position his troops
for maximum effect given how bad he was outnumbered. Beauregard entrenched his troops along Bull Run
Creek at bridges and low water crossing points North and East of the valuable rail crossing at Manassas
Station. Higher ground was at his troops’ rear – good defensive positions should his troops have to fall back
to regroup. The rail crossing had to be held at all cost!
General McDowell stopped in Centerville, VA to rest and gather his troops and finalize his battle plans, which
included a somewhat complicated 3-prong attack, designed for speed and surprise, which was going to be
difficult to pull off given how green his troops were. The actual fighting commenced at 5:30 am on July 21 st.
In fact, the first cannon shell hit the house where General Beauregard was having breakfast and he was almost
the first casualty of the battle. The fighting was highly disorganized as Northern troops got lost and failed to
arrive at their proper positions and the Southern troop deployment was backwardly inappropriate to deal with
McDowell’s 3-prong attack. However, it did not take long for the Confederate troops to be routed from their
positions and they fell back to high ground behind them to regroup, with most troops congregating on Henry
Hill. The nervous, largely already defeated Confederate soldiers were having difficulty reorganizing into
effective fighting units as they watched the larger Federal army amass just below them with McDowell’s army
preparing for a final assault and victory charge. By 2:30 pm on July 21 st, it was beginning to look like the
overwhelming victory that Lincoln’s War Department had envisioned was close at hand.
Confederate General Johnston had indeed snuck away from Winchester without the knowledge of Union
General Patterson. Leaving approximately 2,000 men behind to wreak havoc on the Baltimore and Ohio RR,
West of Harpers Ferry, Johnston marched his 10,000 men to Piedmont, VA on the Manassas Gap RR. Upon
hearing that a major battle was occurring at Manassas, a mere 34 miles away from Piedmont, General
Johnston had his men board trains bound for Manassas Junction. This would be the first time in human
history that fresh troops would utilize a railroad and locomotive power to arrive at a battle while that
battle was being fought. [Important note: Without the Manassas Gap railroad, marching a large army 34
miles would have taken 3 to 4 days – way too late to affect the outcome of this one-day battle!] Arriving at
Manassas around 1:00 pm Johnston’s troops rushed to Henry Hill to shore up the rapidly faltering Confederate
defenses as ground was fought over and given up multiple times. Now with Johnston’s men on the battlefield
the two enemy combatants were now close to even strength and the battle raged on for 4 more hours. Among
Johnston’s brigade was a colonel named Thomas Jackson. During part of the battle Jackson’s troops stormed
and captured a Union gun position up on Henry Hill and then turned the artillery around to fire back at the
retreating Federals. The Union forces reorganized and rushed the gun emplacement again as Jackson stood in
front of his troops amid a fierce volley of fire from Union soldiers. Seeing this, another Confederate
commander said, “there stands Jackson like a stone wall” and this act of courage and leadership rallied the
previously reeling Southern soldiers up on Henry Hill. The Confederates were able to hold their positions.
Around 4:30 pm another fresh Confederate division appeared out of the woods on the Union right flank and
poured volley after volley into the Federals. The rout was on. By 5:30 pm, a full 12 hours after it had started,
the battle was over.
As the Union troops fled the battlefield via the Warrenton Turnpike and the Manassas-Sudley Road back
towards Washington, D.C. they ran smack dab into the panicked and fleeing Washingtonian citizenry who had
come out to watch the historic battle. This only led to increased fright and disorganization among the Federal
troops as they eventually retreated to the relative safety of the formidable defenses around the North’s Capitol.
They had little to worry about as the Confederate forces were too beaten up to pursue anybody after a long
hard day of fighting.
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By Jeff Williams

While this battle will go down in history as a major victory for the South (in the true Napoleonic sense of
“driving your enemy from the field”) the casualty figures on both sides were not that far apart. If there were
ever any doubt how important railroads would be to the final resolution of this conflict, they were now gone.
Existing railroads and railroad equipment would dictate both offensive and defensive military strategies
throughout the next 4 years of conflict.
A couple of interesting aspects about the aftermath of this battle: Despite being the most important
contributor to this Southern victory, Colonel Thomas “Stonewall” Jackson received no accommodation or
special recognition for his valor, whatsoever. It wouldn’t be until his 1862 Valley Campaign that Jackson
would receive glory. A little over a year later the two sides would once again meet at Bull Run for an even
bigger 3-day battle with the result being another major victory for the South. Jackson would have a key role
in this battle as well. In fact, railroads would play an important role in Stonewall Jackson’s many military
triumphs and ultimate death over the next couple of years.

Figure 5 - Damage to Federal Locomotive and Rolling Stock (on the Orange and Alexandria RR) Done by the Retreating Northern Army from
Manassas. Oh, what a waste of good railroad equipment!
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A Derail Correspondent Visits the Cinema
by Tom Cobb
One Saturday evening in early December I arrived home after a hectic day at the shop only to be presented
with an invitation from my 22-year-old son to go to the movies. And he announced he was treating me to
dinner and a movie.
Alright! After our Mexican dinner #4, we arrived at the AMC complex, which stands as a completed version
of the design ideas envisioned in Robert Venturi and Denise Scott- Brown’s famous 1972 book “Learning
from Las Vegas.” Lots of glitz, larger than life, constructed boldly across the horizon on an expressway scale.
Purchasing our tickets became something of a challenge, as we froze our fannies off waiting in line while a
young lady demonstrated for us outsiders that she knew the cashier and wished to quiz her regarding what
films were worth viewing and what times these masterpieces were to begin and had some already started.
Finally, inside we noted the presence of a squad of security agents; the South Texas Nuclear Project near Bay
City could learn from this AMC about how to protect a place. Our tickets were checked twice, another security
precaution.
We approached our theater cubicle number 42 or some such, avoiding the refreshment offerings, and located
center seats near the front. Previews of upcoming films were blasting our way and as we viewed the previews
it became clearer to me that we had chosen the right film in contrast to the Neanderthal behavior appearing in
the content of these previews, primitive behavior updated with fast cars and high-tech weapons of mass
destruction. Finally, our movie, “The Station Agent” began to roll off the feed reel. What a relief from the
disorienting preview chaos! “The Station Agent” is one of those little films that receives little attention in the
media except that those reviews that have appeared have been very positive.
The film begins with commuter power being herded about—reminded me of the 1966 avant-garde movie
filmed in Richmond, California where SP diesels were seen going about their duties in the surreal setting of
the Standard Oil refinery. Our film moves to The Golden Spike hobby shop and we see the owner up front and
the camera moves to his helper in the backroom repairing a Lionel train. To quote a former President from
Arkansas, I could feel his pain. The view of the gentleman in the backroom is our first introduction to Fin, a
dwarf, played by Peter Dinklage, who many of us will identify with when we learn of his love of railroading.
One should not go to this film expecting that it is a railfan movie. Our hero loves trains and gets the
opportunity to indulge in his private passion after inheriting an abandoned railroad station in Newfoundland,
New Jersey, yet much of the film centers on three lonely characters who are brought together when Fin moves
into his own rural station honeysweet do see some action on the New York, Susquehanna and Western
Railway and we also view the characters walking the tracks in several scenes. Odd that the NYS&W would
permit the filming of actors walking down the center of the tracks—of course, it has a certain dramatic effect
and helps reinforce Fin’s devotion to railroading, but in this day and time we recognize that this is trespassing
on private property. At one point Fin is seen reading the northeast’s own superb railfan magazine, Railpace. In
another episode he is invited to speak on the history of American railroading before an elementary classroom,
an extremely realistic portrayal of a typical classroom without the social burden of imposed on viewers of
Boston Public.
In depth character development draws the viewer into this film, in such a way that the abrupt ending leaves the
viewer wanting to associate with the characters a bit longer to see how their lives unfold—and just by chance
we might get to see another NYS&W freight barreling down the tracks. And there does appear to be a
developing relationship with a sexy librarian. Darn, why did it all have to end? All in all, this is a fine artistic
work tagged with an “R” rating due to profanity.
Editor’s Note: “The Station Agent” is available on YouTube, Amazon Prime Video, Google Play, iTunes and
VuDu for $2,99-$3.99. Peter Dinklage went on to play Tyrion Lannister in the HBO hit “Game of Thrones”.
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For Beginners

By JayC. Williams

Building a Pair of Switching Modules – Part 2
Last month we took a diversion into construction
materials, and their pros and cons. The previous
month we built our basic benchwork. This month
we’re going to plan out our switching modules and
lay down sub-roadbed and roadbed. Along the way,
we’ll review NMRA standards and recommended
practices.
Section 1 – Planning
When it comes to planning out modules, there are
some standards that need to be observed. Following
these standards ensures that your modules can be
connected to other modules and help create a larger
display. Everything else is up to you within reason,
and it’s here that beginners run into issues.
Planning your first layout can be a daunting task.
Just as giving a child the box of 64 crayons on their
first attempt at drawing rarely succeeds, so trying to
come up with a layout design without any guidance
on your first try is unwise. If you’re like me, you’ll
go through a ream of paper and end up with little
more than frustration.
So how should we proceed? There are a couple of
options open to us. Our first option is to borrow a
plan created by someone else. There are countless
websites devoted to layout plans as well as magazine
articles from the past. Model Railroader has their all
time digital archive open to subscribers and this
allows you to see plans from the 1930’s to the
present. If even that seems too overwhelming, John
Allen’s Timesaver is always a good choice.
Our second option is to copy a prototype as
exactly as possible. With the advent of GPS mapping,
it is easy to get a faithful image of almost any railway
yard from space, with every detail faithfully shown in
the image. As you can see in Figure 1, This small
slice of an actual railroad would be easy to reproduce
on a layout, given certain necessary adjustments.
The third option is a hybrid of the other two. By
combining details from a prototype with a preexisting plan we can have the best of both worlds.
My pair of modules is going to take this option. I am
going to combine elements of the Prescott and
Northwestern shop area with john Allen’s Timesaver
to create a pair of modules that balance prototype
detail with practicality and interest of operation.
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Now that it’s been mentioned several times, it
might help to see John Allen’s Timesaver. As you
can see in Figure 2, the Timesaver is a puzzle layout,
designed to present switching problems that need to
be solved. If you’re looking for something to build
that’s entertaining, you can hardly go wrong
constructing one. However, for our purposes, it does
create some issues. First, It is short of our allotted 8’
length. Second, the switches work out to be almost
dead center of our module separation, which makes
re-assembly a problem. Third, though it bears a
passing resemblance to our prototype it lacks room
for some key details we’ll add later. And finally, it
doesn’t allow for the through tracks for our modular
system.
So how can we make it work for us? In Figure 3
you can see an example of someone taking the basic
Timesaver and expanding it. Doing so provides us
with longer sidings and gives us a chance to add
industries. The other really helpful thing about this
basic plan is its depth. At only 18”, it gives us room
to add our main lines as well as an interchange point.
Which leads me to our next issue.
In order to ensure modules are interchangeable,
the NMRA has given both standards and best
practices to follow. These are guides to help make
sure things run smoothly. A shortened link is
available at the end of this article for your perusal.
For our purposes, the first big standard concerns main
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line tracks. The one closest to the front of the module
is to be 4 ½” away from that edge. The second track
is to be 2” on center away from that track, as are all
subsequent tracks. This is to ensure ease of operation
of multiple trains.
To add to this, the only other major concession is
that there be a 4 ½” gap on either end of a module
where they connect to others. This allows for a
standard piece of 9” track to be used to connect them.
One final note: there is a suggestion to use a 3”
tangent track (straight) before or after any addition
such as a switch or curve. This originally had me
baffled. But in my research I had the chance to talk to
a modular layout owner. Experience, they told me,
was that this section of track allows for those times
when accidents happen and modules scrape against
things. In those cases, that 3” section of track is what
takes the punishment, not the main stretch of track or
a switch.
The result of these guidelines and our
amalgamation is what you see in Figure 4. The basic
switch layout is that of the Revised Timesaver.
However, switches are spaced further out to allow for
clearances between modules, and an interchange
track to the main line has been added to align with
the prototype railroad. For ease of identification,
tracks are in green below, module edges are black,
and required buffers are in red.
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Section 2 – Initial Construction
With our planning phase over, it’s time to add
things to our benchwork. As you recall from my last
month’s article, there are a myriad of materials
available to use for both roadbed and sub roadbed. So
which materials did I choose? Well . . . it’s
complicated. As I’ve
chosen to model south
central Arkansas the
landscape is mildly
hilly, with some areas
lower
than
others.
However, this terrain
isn’t consistent. So I
chose to use foam as my
sub
roadbed.
It’s
available in blue from
one big box store and
pink from the other. It’s
also fairly decent in
sound deadening. For
my specific application,
I’m covering the entire
benchwork with it so I
can later sculpt it and
give that undulating
hilly feel. Notice in
Figure 5 how flat the
benchwork is with the
proper
decking
of
plywood.
To this decking I applied my foam. However, some
surface preparation is needed. As you can see in
Figure 6, the foam
comes in sheets. I find
laying the decking
over the sheet and
then trimming it to fit
using a box cutter is
the best way to ensure
a proper fit. A firm
grip on the blade and
a flat surface to cut on
will do you well. The
foam then snaps along
this cut, and can be
trimmed up once
folded along this snap
-fold. You should end
up with a clean sheet
like Figure 6.
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Once cut to size, you will notice there is a thin
sheet of plastic across both sides of your foam. It is
essential you remove this layer, as it will stop you
from
properly
gluing it down to
your
decking.
The easiest way
is to go to any
corner,
and
gently pull it up.
As you pull, it
should look like
Figure 7. If you
see
more
material
than
this thin sheet
pulling
away,
stop immediately
and make sure
you’re
only
pulling off the
protective layer.
Once you have completely removed the protective
layer the next step is to glue down the foam to the
decking. Care must be taken to ensure the adhesive
you use doesn’t dissolve the foam. I would test
whichever adhesive you choose on a scrap piece of
foam. I prefer Liquid Nails, but there are many glues
available that will do the job.
As you see in Figure 8, spread a liberal amount of
the Liquid Nails across the decking. I then make sure
the foam is
well seated
on
the
decking. To
help ensure
proper
adhesion
I
like to place
the module
upside down
on a flat
surface,
allowing its
weight to seat
the foam as
you can see
in Figure 9.
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For Beginners

By JayC. Williams

straight lines. We’ll deal with curved sections next
month.

After your foam has dried, the next step is to
transfer your plan onto the module. Start by removing
the protective cover from the top side of the foam.
Then mark the straight lines on the module. Using
something with a square edge draw the two main
lines at 4 ½” and 6” inches from the front edge of the
module using a marker. Then mark the interchange
siding at 8 ½” in. You can mark this across the entire
length if you wish, but be careful that when you mark
where your switch goes that you place it correctly.
Once you’ve drawn these in, it’s time to mark
where your switches go. I find it easiest to use an
actual turnout to mark this, putting a row of dots
along the outside of each tie line. This gives me a
basic placement of switches, and ensures that they
will fit in the given placement. Do remember when
placing switches that the NMRA standards say that a
#6 switch is to be used on mainlines, but #4 may be
used in other areas.
Once you’ve drawn in your
guide lines of where the
straight track is and the basic
outlines of your switches,
draw in any curves you have.
If, like me, your drawing skills
are a little lacking (see Figure
10) don’t worry. These are just
guidelines for curves.
Now, we need to start laying our roadbed. As
noted before, I’m using cork. When you purchase this
roadbed it comes in strips that have a diagonal cut
down the center. Gently
separate these strips. This will
give you one perfectly straight
side, and one side with a
gentle slope reminiscent of
normal railroad grade. As you
see in Figure 11, glue down a
half strip to the top of your
sub-roadbed, using the square
side to line up with your
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Once you’ve placed the first
side, use it as a guide to place
the other side. As you see in
Figure 12, you now have a full
example of roadbed. Do this for
all straight sections of track.
That will finish us up for this
installment.
A Word About Workspace
Many beginners are often discouraged by the
amount of wood working skills and power tool use
necessary to complete these tasks. You might even
wonder how you can do this without a full shop.
However, this is not the case. As you have no doubt
noted, these photos and the related construction took
place in the small living room of my duplex. My
neighbors were never disturbed by the sound I made
(I asked and they said they didn’t hear anything
through our thin walls) and I still managed to
assemble a decent product. You too can do all of this.
You only a drill with bits, a square of some kind, and
adhesives. You can have your lumber cut at your
local store.

For Next Month
Next month we will finish laying roadbed and
begin laying track. For our purposes you will need to
get 15 pieces of 3’ code 100 flex track, 4 #4 left hand
switches, 2 #4 right hand switches, and a #6 left hand
switch. This will be the largest outlay, as switches
aren’t cheap, but higher quality here will save you
headaches later. As for this work, it’s straightforward.
Follow the directions thus far carefully, and you’ll
have a product to be proud of. It just takes a first step.

Referenced Links
NMRA Module Standards
https://tinyurl.com/y9hks93b
NMRA Recommended Practices
https://tinyurl.com/ycolja38
Shelf Layout Designs
https://tinyurl.com/ycnk63yw
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No Train is an Island

By David N. Currey

The only trains that have no interaction with other trains are those that run on a closed loop with no other
trains, or those running back and forth by their lonesome on a single section of track. Usually, those are not
the types of trains we model, as their operation is pure boredom, though some of us do include such train
configurations on our layouts to add interest. Examples of such would be a streetcar line circling several
downtown city blocks, and a funicular or otherwise inclined railroad with a car going up and down to the top
of Lookafar Mountain. Except for examples similar to those, no train is an island.
If a train did not have other trains to interact with, there would hardly be a purpose for it to exist. For
example, let's take a through freight train carrying cars from one terminal to another, with setouts and pickups
only at major terminals en route. Every one of its cars had to have been picked up at its originating industry or
business by a switcher or local freight train. It may take another switcher or local train to get those cars to a
yard where they can be marshaled into another train to go cross-country in the general direction of the final
destination. Along the way, there might be other yards where other switchers split them up into other trains
heading down diverging routes. The cars will be grouped together in blocks, each heading for the same
ultimate destination, or at least to the same junction yard where the cars get switched again. The cars may get
transferred to another railroad. The toils of these lowliest of lowly trains and switchers give our hotshot trains
(the photogenic camera-grinning-at glory hounds) reason to exist. Ultimately, the cars reach their final yard
where they are switched out to go to their destination. This is for all practical purposes the reverse process of
how the cars started out.
The above is an extended example of the interaction that I am talking about. I've never written much about
my model railroad, The Texas and Louisiana (“T-Line” or “Tea Line”), because at the time being, it only
exists in digital bits on my PC, in collected pieces of equipment, in structures, and in my mind. That's more
than it takes to have a railroad, though, even if it is mostly conceptual. So now, I will give you a glance at
how the railroad I've designed for myself will have various interactions between trains. After all, no train is an
island. Maybe it will give you ideas for your own railroad.
When operating on club member layouts, I've always found the interactions with the various train crews,
yardmasters, and dispatcher(s) to be some of the most enjoyable activities. So for my railroad, I decided that
there should be many interactions between trains and their crews, such as one train dropping cars off in one
town for another train to pick up or spot at an industry. Or a conductor having to coordinate moves with the
yardmaster's switch engine. Or sections of passenger trains from different lines being combined into one train
at a station. I want my conductors to have interactions with each other just like a real railroads.
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No Train is an Island

By David N. Currey

The main terminal on my Texas and Louisiana Railroad's Medina Division is San Antonio, where Commerce
Yard is located. A six-track classification yard plus three arrival/departure tracks will be where the San
Antonio Yardmaster builds and breaks down most of his freight trains. He will build two locals, a through
freight, and three yard transfers. At the nearby piggyback terminal, he will build local and through pig trains.
In addition to all the associated activities involving those, he will interact with a job known officially as the
Sausa (“Salsa”) Switcher (San Antonio Union Switching Association), but usually called the “Depot Dog”.
(The job is named in honor of a depot dog that hung around Vanderbilt, Texas, and was often there to greet me
when I arrived on a Kingsville Division freight years ago. He was part Labrador retriever, and I had begun to
bring him treats from Houston just before a conductor adopted him and took him off to his farm. I never saw
the dog again, but I was happy he had found a home.) The Depot Dog's main duties will be switching the
passenger terminal, the coach yard, the mail facility, and local industries. If he's a good boy, the Yardmaster
might let him out of town to run the Tarpley Turn to Tarpley, turn on the wye, and come back, switching the
Culebra Industrial Lead and Farney Industrial along the way.
In San Antonio, these two jobs coordinate, i.e., interact on some duties. For instance, if the yard switcher is
sort of backed up, the Depot Dog might run the freight locomotives to and from the roundhouse. The Depot
Dog will also run a local switching job out of the yard to switch the freight house and other San Antonio
industries and businesses, as well as help out in the piggyback terminal.
Trains leaving and arriving San Antonio will interact with these local switching operations around town.
There will even be a yard bypass line, “The Westside Connector”, that connects the Freight Main and
Passenger Main in order to enable flexibility in getting all these movements coordinated without delays.
These trains' crews, when circumstances are hectic, may have to move their own power to and from the
roundhouse, thus entailing more interactions. As further interaction, a rock train known as the “Rock and
Roll” and a stock train will have to wind their way through town to or from staging.
The freight yard has a two-track car shop. When readying a consist in the coach yard, the Depot Dog will do a
dice roll for each car in the proposed consist. On a roll of “1”, that car will be considered bad-ordered, and it
will have to be taken to the car shop, and a relief car pulled out of the coach yard. The car shop visit will
require interaction with the yardmaster to coordinate the move. He will also have to pick up any repaired cars
that were bad-ordered the previous operating session. More interaction. The dice roll will not be unique to
the Depot Dog's coach yard activities. Local freights will also do the dice roll in the various towns along the
mainline to determine how many cars to pick up within the maximum amount allowed for that town/train.
The first town west of San Antonio, Mico Junction, is the junction with a short T-Line branch going to Mico.
Though owned by the T&L, it has an interchange track for the Mico Traveling Switcher to handle pickups and
setouts for the mainline trains. Though the line to Mico will not actually be modeled, the interchange track
hints at the interactions going on at the junction.
After the stations of Snake Apple Siding, Bandera, and Henke Chute, the railroad reaches the physical
junction with the branch to Austin, a town named Tarpley. This mainline from Austin was acquired from the
Austin and Western Railroad when the T&L was building west from San Antonio, and is known on the T&L
as “The Root Beer”. (If you can't figure that nickname out, you may not have enough imagination to be a
model railroader.) Tarpley will have three short interchange tracks, where cars between San Antonio and the
Colorado Division (to/from Austin) are exchanged. Cars to and from Utopia and further west are switched at
Utopia. (You guessed it. This is the Utopia of bottled water fame, that was bought out by and later closed
down by Ozarka. I knew something was up decades ago when I drove through Utopia and saw an Ozarka
truck at the water plant. The large building is now basically resale shops and such.)
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No Train is an Island

By David N. Currey

Though the Colorado Division (Root Beer) joins the Medina Division at Tarpley, the operational junction will
be up past the helix town of Seco Creek at Utopia, where there is good level ground for a freight yard and
engine terminal. The Root Beer is famous among railfans as being a steam division, where the T&L maintains
its steam program, and most trains are steam powered. Trains trom Austin turn in Utopia. A traveling
switcher handles the small yard, as well as numerous local industries, and a three-track passenger station. The
facilities will include a five-stall roundhouse. With no wye, piggyback cars will occasionally have to be
turned on the turntable. One key interaction will be the joining together of two passenger trains. The Night
Hawk connection from Austin arrives in town first, and is parked on depot track 3, after which the locomotive
is roundhoused. When The Night Hawk from San Antonio arrives on track 2, he will come off with his
headend cars, picks up the cars on track 3, and put them on his train. Thus, if the Root Beer conductor is late
getting his train to Utopia, he will affect the Medina division train.
Other interactions between trains and cars at Utopia will include the mail and express trains that set out and
pick up express cars on track 3. One of these cars is actually transferred to or from Austin on the two-unit
RDC train known as the “Rickety Cricket”, even though that invalidates the Budd Company's warranty. If a
mail and express train is late to Utopia, it may delay its connecting M&E. The tiny junction town of Agarita
Junction, a little west of Utopia, is within the territory of the Utopia Traveling Switcher, so any switching
there could be done by the TSE, as there is no run-around track, and the house track is single-ended and
suitable only for westbound mainline trains to switch.
The next towns of Reagan Wells (on “The Old Main”), and East Montell and West Montell (where the Old
Main rejoins “The Cutoff”) are designated as stations where the federally mandated 100-mile inspection must
be done. Trains will have to pause and perform the usual choreography, i.e., slow down, drop off the head
brakeman, drag half the train by him, stop while the brakemen walk their halves of the train, and then drag the
rear half by the rear brakeman. However, if another train happens to already be there, a “roll-by inspection”
will be done, whereby the train will drag itself at 20 mph by two crew members of the other train standing on
each side, therefore, more interaction. The federal inspection applies to all trains from the lowly locals to the
flagship streamliner The Purple Sage.
To spice up the inspection routine, I will sometimes have a freight car dragging a piece of black thread or
fishing line (“dragging equipment”), and the persons doing the inspection (whether from the train being
inspected or the roll-by crew) are expected to find it, and then the car must be set out. If not found, we may
even have to schedule an “investigation” at the end of the operating session to “ascertain the facts and place
the responsibility”. Guilty parties may lose their drink and snack privileges between that operating session
and the next, or perhaps be required to sign a statement that reads, “I apologize for the error of my ways and
realize that the T&L is not run in the lackadaisical fashion that the Santa Fay and the Espee are run.”
Montell will have a 90-degree junction with the Uvalde and Northern, a shortline accessing the cedar growing
country and oil in the vicinity, so it will have an interchange track to simulate more interaction. In real life,
the U&N was abandoned long before the era I'm modeling, but my railroad exists in an alternate universe that
is not exactly the same as the one we live in.
The town of Dead Pine, the last town before West (Brackettville) Staging just beyond Stage Inn Junction (get
it?), will have a large industrial switching area that I don't want my mainline local trains to have to switch.
For one thing, the conductor would be standing in the way of the San Antonio Yardmaster and the Depot Dog,
since Dead Pine is on the top level directly above San Antonio. So the local trains will drop off and pick up
cars from a track in Dead Pine (with the assistance of the Depot Dog), and the Depot Dog will run a local
traveling switch engine there to handle the local work. Three people getting in each other's way is the type of
interaction I want to avoid.
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No Train is an Island

By David N. Currey

I expect to find that self-dispatching will work fine on my railroad, as there will only be four conductors, plus
the Rootbeer conductor sometimes joining the fray on the double track between Tarpley and Utopia.
Passenger trains will run on timetable authority, and the freights will have to stay out of their way. This
shouldn't be difficult, as this is the way the C&IG in Comanche operates with many more passenger trains.
Self dispatching will be aided by the requirement for scheduled trains to OS loudly to the room when they
leave San Antonio, Utopia, and West Staging. Furthermore, the Utopia and San Antonio yardmasters will be
assigned sections of the mainlines where they can advise the conductors if a dispute or confusion ever arises.
Since the Root Beer is sort of designed for a newbie to be turned loose on, the Utopia Yardmaster will be
tasked with keeping a bit of a reign on the guy, so he gets his trains into Tarpley in time to avoid delays to the
Medina Division trains. If he is taking too long with his local freights, he may have to park a train on the
A&W somewhere, so he can run the critical trains required. Two options for parking A&W trains are the
siding at Medina, and the end of the long switchback at Blanco.
I think that the poet John
Donne would be pleased, at
least on my Texas and
Louisiana Railroad, that I have
insured that no train is an
island. Let's tie this up.

San Jac Christmas Party Pics
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Operations on the Mystic Branch — Part Two

By Gene Mangum

As mentioned in Part One, in this series of articles I will discuss operations on the Mystic Branch. In Part
One I discussed the basic operational assumptions for the Branch. To reiterate, there are four freight trains,
three “yard jobs” and two passenger trains per operating session. There is a “Train Job Description” laminated
card for each train and yard job. The Branch uses the “Car Card” system from Micro-Mark. Car Cards are
generated for all cars and four-destination waybills for all freight cars. Depending on the car type and
reporting marks, appropriate rail served customers for the car’s origins/destinations off the railroad are
selected. The Internet is used to search for real customers that send/receive specific load types for the region
where the car is originated. Using a straight-forward formula, the frequency of appearance for each car type
for each on-branch rail served customer is calculated. This also helps determine the number of cars that should
be on the modeled portion of the railroad at any one time. The staging methodology was also discussed. The
Mystic Branch is an SP railroad and all freight trains run as extras. So, Train Orders are issued for all of the
freight trains. A switch list is generated by the Conductor for all four freight trains.
Part Two of this series will describe and show some illustrations for the first movement - the SATKVT
freight. From Part One, the first train per session (essentially per day) is named SATKVT (San Antonio, TX –
Kerrville TX) which brings the freight cars for Kerrville, Mystic and Val Verde on to the branch using one of
the SD’s. SATKVT is a nine car freight operating from San Antonio Staging to the Kerrville yard main track
via Val Verde and Mystic. It does not stop in either Val Verde
or Mystic. The nine car maximum train length is controlled by
the track length of the Kerrville yard main.
Before daylight the San Antonio night yard crew finished
putting together the SATKVT freight cars. The caboose SP
4759 was put on the rear and the Hostler added SD-7 # 1427 to
the head end. The crew was called and at approximately 4:00
AM the San Antonio Dispatcher issued this Train Order: ENG
1427 RUN EXTRA SAN ANTONIO TO KERRVILLE. Once
the order was received, the EXTRA 1427 WEST Conductor
prepared the Switch List for the movement (using the car cards
on the staging module). See Figure 1. The two Brakemen
walked the train in both directions. Once satisfied, the
Conductor radioed the Engineer that the train was ready to
move. The Engineer ran the brake test satisfactorily and started
ringing the bell to signal the train was about to start. The
Engineer gave two short blasts of the air horn, released the
brakes, and moved the throttle to RUN 1. Once clear of the
yard limits, the Engineer steadily increased the throttle until the
train speed was approximately 25 mph.
The run to Kerrville will take approximately 2 ½ hours through
Figure 1 – EXTRA 1427 WEST Switch List
the beautiful Texas Hill Country. During the trip EXTRA 1427
WEST will gain about one thousand feet in elevation from the
San Antonio yard to Kerrville. The SD will be working hard to get the freight train over the thirteen hundred
foot elevation pass just beyond Boerne. Once over the pass the remainder of the trip will be at a fairly constant
uphill grade of less than 1 % along the banks of the Guadalupe River. A little over an hour into the trip, the
train passes over Verde Creek just before entering Val Verde. See Figure 2.
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Operations on the Mystic Branch — Part Two

By Gene Mangum

Figure 2 – EXTRA 1427 WEST crosses Verde Creek

As EXTRA 1427 WEST enters Val Verde, the Engineer throttles back and adds a little brake to slow the train
speed; then begins ringing the bell to alert people on the Val Verde Station platform. See Figure 3.

Figure 3 – EXTRA 1427 WEST in Val Verde
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Operations on the Mystic Branch — Part Two

By Gene Mangum

The Engineer signals for the grade crossing leading to the Val Verde Fuel Terminal and Campbell Supply
Company then increases his speed through the big rock cut between Val Verde and Mystic. See Figure 4.

Figure 4 – EXTRA 1427 WEST leaves Val Verde

After passing through the big rock cut EXTRA 1427 WEST nears the town of Mystic. After signaling for the
SH 27 grade crossing, the Engineer throttles back as the train crosses the Guadalupe River on a Thru Truss
bridge as it enters Mystic. See Figures 5 and 6.

Figure 5 – EXTRA 1427 WEST crosses SH 27 outside of Mystic

Figure 6 – EXTRA 1427 WEST crosses the Guadalupe River in Mystic

After signaling for the US 87 grade crossing, the Engineer continues to reduce the throttle, adds a little brake
and starts the bell to warn anyone on the Mystic station platform. See Figure 7.
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Operations on the Mystic Branch — Part Two

By Gene Mangum

Figure 7 – EXTRA 1427 WEST crossing US 87 in Mystic

As EXTRA 1427 WEST clears the Mystic Station, the Engineer signals for the SH 27 grade crossing and
begins to slowly open the throttle. See Figure 8.

Figure 8 – EXTRA 1427 WEST crosses SH 27 in Mystic

EXTRA 1427 WEST continues through Mystic as the end of the train passes the Mystic Brewing Company.
See Figure 9.
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Operations on the Mystic Branch — Part Two

By Gene Mangum

Figure 9 – EXTRA 1427 WEST passes by the Mystic Brewing Company

Leaving Mystic EXTRA 1427 WEST re-crosses the Guadalupe River on the way to Kerrville. See Figure 10.

Figure 10 – EXTRA 1427 WEST re-crosses the Guadalupe River

EXTRA 1427 WEST negotiates the last big rock cut just prior to entering Kerrville. The Engineer throttles
back to yard speed as the train comes in on the Kerrville Yard Main and starts the bell to warn anyone on the
Kerrville station platform. See Figure 11.

Figure 11 – EXTRA 1427 WEST enters the Kerrville Yard
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Operations on the Mystic Branch — Part Two

By Gene Mangum

The Engineer prepares to stop EXTRA 1427 WEST by adding brake and throttling back to idle. Two short
blasts on the train horn and the Engineer stops the train as the caboose clears the yard lead switch. The time is
6:37 AM. See Figure 12.

Figure12 – EXTRA 1427 WEST arrives in Kerrville

The Kerrville Yard Crew lines the switches so that the Yard Switcher, MP-15AC # 2745, can move up the
yard ladder and couple to the caboose. Meanwhile, the head brakeman on 1427 uncouples the engine from the
first car and the Engineer moves 1427 ahead several feet. The crew on 2745 then couples to the caboose,
reverses, and after sounding two blasts on the train horn pulls the caboose and nine freight cars clear of the
cross-over switch between the Yard Main and Passing Track. See Figure 13.

Figure 13 – 2745 clears space for 1427 Escape

The head brakeman on 1427 lines the two crossover switches so 1427 can escape. The Engineer of 1427 then
reverses, sounds two blasts on the train horn, and proceeds through the cross-over switches. See Figure 14.
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Operations on the Mystic Branch — Part Two

By Gene Mangum

Figure 14 – Engine 1427 crossing over to Kerrville Passing Track

The head brakeman then lines the two switches to normal and mounts the engine. Engine 1427 then proceeds
down the passing track. Once the switches have been reset to normal, the crew on 2745 reverses, sounds three
blasts on the train horn, and moves the caboose and block of cars clear of the yard lead switch. The yard crew
then lines the ladder switches so 1427 can move to the engine track for inspection and service. The Engineer
and Head Brakeman turn 1427 over to the Engine track crew and take a break. See Figure 15.

Figure 15 – Engine 1427 on Kerrville Engine Track

Meanwhile, the Conductor and Rear Brakeman walk over to the Kerrville Agent’s office. The Conductor turns
in the paperwork and the Kerrville Agent calls the San Antonio Dispatcher and lets him know that EXTRA
1427 WEST has arrived. The San Antonio Dispatcher then officially indicates that the train order is
completed. EXTRA 1427 WEST is officially complete. (The Conductor places the car cards in the Kerrville
Main card box). The Conductor and Rear Brakeman then take a break.
Well, this concludes this operating session on the Mystic Branch. In the next installment Yard Job 1 will be
featured. See you next month!
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January 2019 Minutes

By Richard Louvet

President Bob Barnett called the meeting to treatment over the years and it is best for us
order at 6:58pm.
not to change.
Steve Sandifer distributed the sign-up sheets Lone Star Region/ Division 8
for the Greater Houston Train Show Visit http://www.texasgulfdivision.org/ for the
latest LSR information.
volunteers.
There were two visitors: Mark Smith and Jim Lemmond attended the board meeting in
Dallas. There were three youth award
Larry Fitzgerald.
nominees: two of JayC. William’s students
David Currey said that the February clinic and one from Conroe. The winner will receive
would be “Fun with Operations” by Peter a membership in the NMRA for a year and a
Bryan. David thanked Tom H. Bailey and the plaque.
Freitags for cookies and punch.
Division 8 will meet this weekend to plan the
He then introduced Kelly Russell for a clinic next 12 months of activities.
on “Switching or Operating”. Kelly went
through a detailed overview of applying Web Site
Brian Jansky apologized for a short
prototype operations to model layouts.
downtime. We had exceeded our maximum
data limit. The limit was raised with minimal
Treasurer’s Report
There were no minutes for December. The disruption.
December 31 bank balance was $13,983.06.
Expenses for the last two months $66 for our Yahoo Group
Microsoft Office subscription, $100 for Rick Jones is considering moving the site to
NMRA insurance and $110 rentals for the Groups.IO.
Christmas party. Income was $1230 from
Derail
GHTS table sales.
Bob Sabol is looking for pictures of the
The membership approved expenditures for a Christmas party for the February issue.
new laptop battery, an upgrade to Quicken
New Business
and more name tag lanyards.
David Currey proposed a $300 gift card for
Terri Sabol-Brogoitti for her editing of the
Greater Houston Train Show
Steve Sandifer reported that the final payment Derail. The motion passed and will be
will be given to the Stafford Centre this week. renewed on an annual basis.
The insurance papers have already been
submitted. There is a waiting list for vendor The meeting was adjourned at 8:42.
tables. The clinics are lined up and the club
layouts are finalized. The signup sheets will Respectively submitted,
be distributed again next meeting.
Dick Louvet
There was a discussion of a larger venue. Our Secretary/Treasurer
options are limited due to rental cost. The
Stafford Centre has given the club preferential
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San Jac RR Club Meetings take place the
first Tuesday of each month at 7pm

Bayland Community Center
6400 Bissonnet St. Houston, TX
Click here for directions

Visitors are always welcome!

Officers
President: Robert (Bob) Barnett MMR
rbarnett@ljaengineering.com
Vice-President: David N. Currey
texasandlouisiana@msn.com
Secretary/Treasurer: Richard (Dick) Louvet
rlouvet@att.net
Director at Large: Chuck Lind MMR
chucklind46@gmail.com
Past President: Rex Ritz icrex@yahoo.com

Derail Staff
Conductor: Bob Sabol

www.sanjacmodeltrains.org
Webmaster: Brian Jansky

Next Meeting
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 5

“Fun with Operations”

bsabol@stillmeadow.com

by

Engineer: Terri Brogoitti

Peter Bryan

tbrogoitti@stillmeadow.com

Brakemen:
Mark Couvillion
(mark_couvillion@hotmail.com)
David N. Currey
(texasandlouisiana@msn.com)
Don Formanek (locogeared@gmail.com)
Brian Jansky (brianj844@gmail.com)
Pete Leach (pleachtx55@gmail.com)
Richard Louvet (rlouvet@att.net)
Gene Mangum (semangum@windstream.net)
Al Partlow (alswitch@aol.com)
JayC. Williams (jaycello@yahoo.com)
Jeff Williams (mellowmiata@hotmail.com)

Refreshments:
Virginia Freitag (drinks)
Chris Tolley (cookies)

Video Corner

Strasburg Railroad: Plowing the Line
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PGYJRsiuHEM
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